
Miro at the Eucalyptus Tree

seven imprints of  bare feet walk the bridge to the algarve cactus  blossoming now after seven years     
      all roosters, rabbits, goats and gods
by mistake the parchment moon                 a large lizard in a dunce cap.
     washed over your body  water  and little tin fish,  wall clock leaf  and lantern
tears something inside of  you                     an opening as far as Russia by train   each tank black and tarry   
       train ride with Pilar     I will meet you meet yourself  there.

Again, From Postcards Tuesday

there is a cathedral 
the smell of  must gathers on the clavicle 
protracts to small happenings     The Moon Wall in Paris
      extend shapelessly
 ( t  h  e    e  v  e  n  i  n  g  s                                                                                                     
the architect in you and a trip to the Netherlands       finds in a hundred burning candles 
           something you were to have known as a child 
           who stands on the table now      t   h   e   y
     now waits to climb out of  the window   ascends the gathering glow of  pine trees
       ,swells
         in snow’s smooth gong
       i find you in detailistic phase
       a farm in Montroig where you are small
       calligraphy of  tree and rooftop   and in the corner something hangs
     s   w   i   m                 a large spider, or perhaps only a leaf     like elephants we walk min(joy
          fully)iature as the book through a dark hallway
         is young and old and one
and one   at night we are stretched and taken   objects
      keep appearing, moving
 being dismantled on stage a screen across a square frame     the tiniest places in you, i find in me
             a loved voice passes through   something wrapped in wax paper    
Dutch Interiors, against the original  the color too asserts itself       locked in itself, tenacity of  spider                  i   n     t  h  e      s   e   a  )
     i find in you the color                    unfolds a double helix      
in the off  hours  the gods piddle away at how   something from the one who left is a buckeye in your pocket, toy whistle and shell 
 ever and beginning,  the being    only writing  (go from Montmartre to Montparnasse)
                  it’s only something
there were no helium explosions    
   


